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ShadeTech® VBT Timber Venetian Blind Systems
By Waverley
Detailed description
A traditional and well proven system, venetian blinds offer infinitely adjustable shading and can be totally closed for privacy
when required. Large areas of glazing can be covered economically and a huge number of permutations ensure a shading
solution to meet prevailing conditions.
Timber venetian blinds bring a touch of natural warmth and luxury to any environment. Venetian blinds are a traditional
shading solution providing adjustable shading or privacy with horizontal slats that can be raised and lowered or tilted using
cords. The slats are made from close grained solid basswood sourced from sustainable forests. There are two slat widths,
and a variety of stained and washed colours to choose from. Matching pelmet boards cover the headrail and coordinated or
contrasting ladder braids or tapes provide the finishing touches. Timber blinds are popular for restaurants, reception areas,
and board room environments.
Waverley can provide a number of special options including privacy blinds with no light pinhole, blinds with aluminium
headrails for damp environments, partition blinds for internal screens and special blinds with guide wires for tilt/ turn windows.
Blinds can be manufactured for shaped windows.
Features/ Benefits:

§
§
§
§
§

Peace of mind - five year hardware warranty and minimal maintenance.
Low maintenance - strong, proven system, can be easily cleaned.
Smart - brings warmth and charm to any room.
Versatile - can be arched and sloped to suit irregular window shapes.
Functional - integral bracket design allows minimal light gaps.

Manufactured and installed in accordance with a quality system certified under BS EN ISO 9001: 2008.

Product guidance - As Standard
Operation:
Cord operated raise and lower control with cord lock to stop blind in any position. Cord operated tilt function to adjust slat
angle for privacy or light levels.

Options
Size (maximum, w x drop):
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3000 x 3000 mm.
Fixing:
An integral box bracket allows fixing in any position and is virtually invisible.
Accessories:
Waverley can provide a number of special options including privacy blinds with no light pinhole, blinds with aluminium
headrails for damp environments, partition blinds for internal screens, and special blinds with guide wires for tilt/turn windows.
Blinds can be manufactured for shaped windows.
Product specification
Manufacturer

- Name:

Waverley

- Web:

www.waverley.co.uk

- Email:

sales@waverley.co.uk

- Tel:

+44 (0)1252 737973

- Fax:

+44 (0)1252 730771

- Address:

Rowan House,Guildford Road Trading Estate,Farnham,Surrey GU9 9PZ

Product reference

ShadeTech® Venetian Blind System VBT

Size (w x drop)

[__________]

Slat size

50 mm
63 mm

Colour

[__________]

Accessories

[None]
[Ladder tapes] - 25 mm wide tapes in lieu of braids in matching or contrasting colours.
[Privacy mechanism] - Cord fixed through hole at the back of the slat.
[Timber hold-down brackets] - To help to prevent unwanted blind movement - ideal where windows are opened for
ventilation or for blinds mounted on doors.
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